CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

Generally, both males and females object mostly use same linguistic features in each unit in giving direction in conversation that are: question repeat, filler, bald imperative, you + verb directive, you + auxiliary + verb directive, parenthetical remark, and the informal closing mostly use than the formal one. The writer also finds that not all the types categorized by Scotton and Bernsten appear in the direction-giving conversation, such as: indirect directive which begins with extra position clause, indirect directive which Imply a more direct directive, and comprehension check do not appear both in males and females object.

This research has similarity with previous research that bald imperative, parenthetical remark, and informal closing are the linguistic features that mostly used by male and female objects. And in the gender different in giving direction the researcher finds evidence both to support and refute previous findings, in previous finding found that the gender different happened in production summary like statement, question repeat and interjection in opening unit. It has similarity with this research that gender different also happen in question repeat, the researcher does not find gender different in summary like statement, but the researcher find gender different in filler types.
In the main body unit, gender differences happen in production Bald imperative, the production of directive that begins with address term you then directly follow with verb directive \(\{\text{you} + \text{verb}\} \), You + auxiliary verb + main verb directives \(\{\text{you} + \text{aux} + \text{Verb}\} \), and comments pertaining to the directions (Parenthetical remarks). It has different with previous finding that in main body linguistic features gender different happened in conditional clause, the production of directive that begins with address term you then directly followed with verb directive \(\{\text{you} + \text{verb}\} \), and parenthetical remarks.

And in the males and females pre-closing unit, gender differences did not influence the production of synthesis. It is clearly seen that they did not have a significant differences number in synthesis both males and females object. But it is different in this research that in the closing unit, gender different happen in it, especially in informal closing Unit.

From these explanation above the researcher finds some different with previous study. The different is from the direction seeker, In previous study the thesis used female direction seeker and this research used male direction seeker, so we can conclude that the gender of the recipient (Direction seeker) are probably more important than the gender of the speaker (Direction Giver).
Suggestion

Because in this research the researcher use lectures as the object, the researcher suggest the reader to analyze the native speakers also. In order to investigate whether gender of the direction seeker influences on directness or not?
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